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Written Work in its entirety in an Acer Aspire5050 operating 

system Ubuntu 12.04 LTS.  

Man cheated by death is the first book of project com-

piled from 4 Mind Alternosis. 

Note of the author: 

Dear reader: 

This book is a translation of the book with the name "Hom-

bre engañado por la muerte" written and published in Spanish 

language. Sorry if spelling or some other type of error, but I'm 

not very skilled speaking English, and unfortunately the google 

translator is not very accurate lol. So I ask for your support, you 

English-speaking friend, helping me to identify the errors in this 

paper. 

If you have suggestions on how to better this site, do not hes-

itate to contact me on my mail: mcisai@hotmail.com or on my 

Facebook page: www.facebook/isaisnake 

 

Help me better this work; I do it with the best intention. 

Thanks and enjoy: man cheated by death. 
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Dedication 

I thank God for this dream and give me strength. This is my 

gift to you. 

Thanks to my parents for supporting me. 

 

 

This story was written when I was in service hours in the 

health sector as a computer consultant. The service given to oth-

ers paid off creatively. 
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Prologue: 

 

 

In the human mind and sub-happen real strange dreams. 

Man duped by death. 

A story full of drama, action and suspense surrounding our 

character Dante Oliver challenge the man love, life and death 

dreaming. The long loneliness and hell where lies take you 

through a fantasy where he meets a strange sub-real and 

promises to be out of his agony in exchange for ending all the 

love that exists in the beach lovers. 

Terror, death and madness are present when Dante Oliver 

agrees to the request of such a being. The split personality of 

our character names enclosed in its two forces him to commit 

terrible acts. 

Love transcends death. 

This exciting story carries a deep message and a moral 

that you should not miss: 

Everything comes to those who wait 
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Man cheated by death 

Written by 

Isaí Cervantes JM 

 

 

Within a lost mind by excess drug, imaginary stories occur. In 

the span of the narcotic effect this man is in a deep sense of 

numbness, between reality and fantasy. 

 

  An old tree saw in him a survivor sat to dry her tears. The dry 

weather that completely. Because his hands are strong, wise, 

and he knows that the future is in the land. 
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Chapter 1 

           Fancy desolate sea 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fantasy begins. 

In the human mind and sub-happen real strange dreams. 

This begins on a beach with many couples sitting at the 

seashore, expressing their love in different ways. 

At the top of the coast sitting next to a tree, watching the 

setting of the sun, it is our character that challenges man love, 

life and death dreaming. 

 

His name is Dante Oliver. 
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On the hill there is a tree melancholy. 

Dante/O. ---> (Angry) Wretched life took many years waiting 

on this beach, looking like the romances grow and overflow 

everywhere. 

Dante/O.---> (Angry) Ahhhhh! All I have is this damn tree I'd 

whisper things in mind. I'm sick of waiting so long. 

Tree ---> (Serenity) Quiet stubborn man, spent years on this 

beach and eh seen the ocean waves coming and going for 

decades. I do not complain as much as you. 

Dante / O. ---> (Ironic) ha! A damn tree like you cannot 

complain. Only you are in my thoughts, you have no 

conscience; you cannot feel what I. 

Tree ---> Sure! That I can feel, I am a living being. Men only 

can express their happiness in the company of their peers, is in 

its nature. Instead we express our love and happiness with 

everything around us, including you. I protect from the sun 

giving you a cool shade and a log fort where you can rest. 

Dante / O. ---> (Gesture) Ahhhhhh! Ahhh!  

Night falls, the whispering of the wise cease tree. The man 

starts talking to the subconscious, looking at the sky for 

comfort. 

Dante / O. ---> (sad) I'm tired of this place, not take it 

anymore. I'm tired of waiting under this tree; watching love is 

born all over the beach. 
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Dante / O. -> (Sad) mmmhhhhh! Ahh! (Sad) Sometimes I 

think God I miss this place. (Sorry) Why God? Why? Too bad I 

did to deserve this intense punishment. Give me your peace, 

give me calm and let’s get out of this terrible nightmare. 

A wind blows coldly on the Beach (Wind)... 

Dante / O. ---> Ahhhh! Uhhh! (Trembling) that cold does, I 

have much sleep you better get some sleep. 

The wind hisses loudly, in the distance you hear a voice 

whisper. 

Unknown Voice ---> (Softly) Wake........ Wake up........ Dante 

Wake............... 

Dante / O. ---> what is it? Are you a tree? What do you want? 

Let me sleep! (Angry) aahhhh! 

Unknown Voice ---> (Softly) come on ... wake up.... Dante ... 

wake up.... Come.... Come... 

Dante / O. ---> (Surprised) ray! It is the tree that talks to me is 

... (Scared) Someone else! 

Unknown Voice ---> (Softly) Come.... Dante ... Come... 

Dante / O. ---> (Astonished) the voice comes from that path, 

(shouts) WHAT DO YOU WANT? , What are you looking at me? 

Unknown Voice ---> (Whispering voice) Come ... Dante.... 

Come.... Follow me.... Come ... you never free from your 

solitude... 

Unknown Voice ---> I will deliver you from that place which 

you can't. 
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Dante / O. ---> Can you really do that? 

Unknown Voice ---> (Whispering voice) See... Follow me... 

Dante gets up slowly follows the path of bush where the voice 

comes. The unknown voice whispering wind is the name of the 

man. 

Dante/O.---> That voice comes from that path, I will see it 

goes. 

Unknown Voice ---> (Intense loud voice) Stop! Des not a 

step! 

Dante stops in the middle of a large area surrounded by trees. 

Unknown Voice ---> (Voice firm) cannot pass beyond this 

area. 

Dante/O.--->(Scared) What happens?, Why I cannot follow? 

Damn! I want to leave this place now! 

Unknown Voice ---> (firm voice) Quiet, you explain why 

you're here. 

Dante/O.--->(Surprised) What! Do you know why I'm here? 

Unknown Voice ---> (Strong voice) clear! Let me introduce 

you. 
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Exits a small malnourished child from the bushes, in their hands 

has several knife cut marks, gaunt and haggard eyes staring at 

the man.... And he says: 

Child ---> (Voice of Children) Hello! (Laughs) hahaha! how are 

you? 

Dante/O. ---> (Angry / shouting) damn! Brat stupid what the 

hell do you want? I have no time for games, the further away 

from the beach I feel more and more suffocating me. 

Dante turns towards the coast, he screams... 

Child ---> (Deep voice / firm) Stop! No you do not take 

another step. I have not yet submitted. 

The little infant eyes get red hot, as 2 burning flames. 

Child ---> (Deep voice / firm) Come here and sit down I have 

many things to explain. 

Child ---> (Voice of Children) My name is... My name is... 

(Laughter) LoL, I have no name, actually I have 

several. (Deep voice / firm) You can call me 

"Final". 

 

 

Dante/O.--->(Amazed) "Final" (Silence) ... 

you're the one who brought me here? Who are 

you? 
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Final ---> (Deep voice) who I am is not important, I can only 

say that status to men, the end of time, eh tour this and other 

worlds in search of how to satisfy this hunger. 

Final ---> (Deep voice) now I will tell you is this site. The 

beach is a dream for lovers, living happily with their partners 

for a long time, until the sea rises and takes them forever, 

paragraphs and plunges into the depths of his dark abyss. It's a 

damn to those who are perishing blindly for his unbridled love. 

Dante/O.---> (Wonder) But I'm doing here? If I have not 

known true love, I'm on top of the hill, next to a tree, 

imprisoned for a long time unable to wake up from this terrible 

reality, why? Why am I in this area? 

Final ---> (Voice of Children) hahaha you're a special case, 

your punishment is to watch all the couples from the beach 

watching his love overflowing, feeling envy and sadness for not 

having it, huhu. 

    The young Dante exclaims: 

Dante/O.---> What did I do to deserve this punishment! 

Final ---> (Voice firm) Long ago rejected a love that I get to 

you, despising this great opportunity to find it. You are in this 

place for your past mistakes.  

With a look that floods the man's withered soul. Ask 

forgiveness for your mistakes. 
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The infant hunger and pain flooded, it gives a little hope to 

get out of that tragic condemnation. 

Final ---> (Deep voice) only killing all the love in the beach 

you amend your mistakes young Dante. You'll have to kill all, 

destroy all forms of affection that lives in that sea.  

Final ---> (Deep voice) Kill them all!  

Final --->(Deep voice) This large trunk that I have has many 

weapons you might serve. 

Final ---> (Voice of Children) Come on, choose the weapon 

you like best are all yours. Hahaha let's play. 

      Dante Oliver looks into the trunk where all the weapons, 

choose a sharp and large machete. 

Dante/O.---> Well, this seems perfect, but just in case I'll take 

also this little knife. So now what's next? 

Final ---> (Deep voice) now go to the beach and ends with all 

couples. 

Dante/O.---> (Thoughtful) Mhhhh! I have not the value 

dammit! This is too, I've never killed anyone. 

Final ---> (Deep voice) do not be a coward! It's the only way 

you can get out of here, destroying all the love that is 

generated on the beach; you have to kill the last trace of 

affection. 

       Final shows a small bell-shaped flower. 
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Final ---> (Voice of Children) Here, take this little flower will 

give you the courage to do it, will transform your subconscious, 

take out what you have hidden, your anger, frustration, hate, 

pain. Come... come ... And you will be someone else! 

Dante/O.--->  As long as you leave this place I will. 

Dante eats the flower, he does so slowly and nasty attitude. 

Dante/O.---> (Asco) Hiaaaww... Pffff tastes awful! 

 

Period of time elapses, Dante feels an immense and intense 

heat, begin to feel dizzy, nausea and stomach pain. 
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Final ---> (Voice of Children) hahaha the effect begins soon 

be the man without fear; feel like changing your personality.  

Final ---> (Deep voice) you feel like your true self emerges. 

Without fear, without prejudice, without limits, come on! Go 

for your freedom. 

Dante enters emotional collapse; madness and despair invade 

it from the center of your being. 

Outcrop hidden emotions can't with rage and anger. His 

eyes are transformed completely, empty eyes, lost, for-

gotten. Its appearance resembles that of an angry de-

mon wanting to kill everything that crosses his path. 

 Dante runs off in the direction of the bank.  
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Chapter 2 

                   Death on the beach 

 

The slaughter begins fearless man reborn. 

Chaos, hate, anger, despair and suffering flaunt on stage. A 

storm fell on the beach, looming tragedy of lovers. 

The new personality of Dante is now Oliver, his other part 

that is divided being. Two souls dwell in the body of one man.  

The man who was once imprisoned in the deepest part of the 

human mind, reborn without fear, without anything more than 

a goal in mind. Exterminate all traces of love! 

Oliver pushed by a strong desire to get away from everything, 

out frantic looking to make that precious desire. No obstacles, 

no barriers, no chains ... This time I know she made it. 

Oliver/D: ---> (Rage) it’s time! Ahhhh! 
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Tree--->(Scared) Boy where are you going? With that anger? 

     The tree sees Dante's face. 

Tree ---> (Surprised) God that face! Not you! That's not you! 

Oliver/D: ---> (Rage) THE DEVIL YOU! I have heard many 

times your advice and I do not care. 

Oliver goes like lightning fast toward the coast, rain falls and 

lightning sound like a roaring lion, devouring everything in its 

path. 

Tree ---> (Desperate) Noooo! Do not! Take my advice, you 

will soon cease the twilight of your soul; have faith ... have 

faith... 

Oliver/D: ---> (Fury) my faith was not understood. I cannot 

trust your words; I am now Oliver the man without fear. 

Zero hour begins; Oliver has come up with the first pair of 

lovers who are. With machete in hand, picks him up and pokes 

the first blow, severing the head of the young boy. The gushing 

blood soaking his girlfriend. 

Girl in love ---> (Horror) Ahhhh! Beloved! Ahh! Why? Why? 

What you did?  

Oliver/D: ---> (Fury) fuck you! Now you're next. Fumm! 

(Shout) ahhhhhhh!  
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Oliver with his machete through the young woman, the first 

murder occurs. Blood flows through the sand. 

 

Oliver / D: ---> (Madness)Ahhhh! I never felt so alive hahaha. 

     At the top of the beach another scene starts. Final where 

the tree comes and tells... 

Final ---> (Deep voice) I get your time old friend, as you all 

there on the beach die. Your wise counsel could not persuade 

Dante, and now look what he does. 

Tree ---> (Sadness) Why you did Dante? Because you let this 

thing fool without hope or purpose. Your love was near. 

Final ---> (Deep voice) you already have nothing to do in this 

place; this will soon be a cemetery. Wait so many years for this 

moment. Wasting your strength with each death that occurs. 

End with your child and malnourished body, lifting it takes a 

huge ax with great firmness, seating a big blow to the tree 

trunk. 

Final ---> (Voice of Children) lol this is funny, it looks like 

agonize hahaha. 

         Continue the deadly blows against the old tree. 
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Tree ---> (Moribund) Al end it will be rebuilt, my death does 

not mean that find yourself won. You will continue with that 

intense hunger for eternity. "The love triumph over all things" 

       The tree is about to fall, Final settles the final blow with his 

sharp ax, but the tree does not fall lies dead standing. 

Final ---> (Deep voice) At last my task worked. Love that 

prevailed on this coast will be banished. Including you young 

Dante. 

On the beach rivers gush blood mingling with the vast sea, red 

tinged with the smell of death. 

  Ecstasy, madness and the macabre deaths continue stalking 

the small banks. 

Oliver/D: ---> (Fury)Ohhhhh! Ahhhh! another death more. 

Soon I'll be the only one left on this beach. 

The deaths continue one after another without that lovers can 

defend themselves by being immersed in a blind love that 

clouds danger lurks around their fragile lives. They cannot see 

that his end is near. 

Oliver/D: ---> (Excited) My blood boils with excitement just 

need a couple more and it's all over. 
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The man without fear snake lurks as a young couple who is 

expressing their love in such a mannered they do not know the 

danger that awaits them. 
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Chapter 3 

The story of love 

                

 Oliver looks away to a loving couple that with such glee 

indulges in his love; not realizing what awaits them, 

comes with machete in hand with the young couple and 

asks... 

Oliver/D: ---> (Calm) before it reaches its end, I want to hear 

your story of how they came to this place. 

Man in love ---> (Shocked) What? Who are you? 

Oliver takes a big hit with the sharp machete handle on the 

head of young love, strangles him with a sharp knife shouting 

furiously threatens... 

Oliver/D: ---> (Furious) As I said I have fell in love before I kill 

damn! 

Woman in love ---> (Fear) Ok! Let go I'll tell you how it 

happened. Please do not hurt him! 
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The woman in love tells his story of how they met detailing 

every moment that went through to be together. 

Woman in love ---> My love and I, we met long ago, worked 

at the same place. By far sighted me with a sweet look, hoping 

that one day we could be together. For my part I did not know 

that he died for me and was with several guys before him. 

The wounded man looks up and tells part of the story... 

Man in love ---> (Hurt) With every romance she had my heart 

trembled and wept in anguish, the pain was unbearable but I 

knew that someday the reward would come, and she would be 

with me. "My beloved unreachable". This is how the name. 

The young woman continues detailing the history... 

Woman in love ---> (Sadness) One day going through a bad 

time, I just cheat my former love. Desperate and with great 

sadness claim that because I was doing this, having great wrath 

gave him a blow with the palm of my hand, in that the anger 

raises his fist against my hitting my face again and again. 

Woman in love ---> (Sadness) With my face hurt and crying, I 

take refuge in the shade of a large tree. In that for some 

unknown reason, I started to hear like that big tree whispered 

words of encouragement telling me... 
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Tree ---> Do not be sad woman, soon came the greatest love 

of your life, this is the latest disappointment you will in love. 

Woman in love ---> after that... 

The young man interrupted his beloved. 

Man in love ---> It's my turn to tell me. After having a bad day 

and resigned to a life of adversity, had to take out all the 

frustration I had in me. I sat next to a big tree to rest when I 

get the inspiration to write a poem for my sweet "beloved". 

Writing every letter, every line and every sentence felt that the 

distance and fear slowly faded. 

Man in love ---> When you look the distance a woman crying 

bitterly. It reminded me at my worst. 

Man in love ---> (Shocked) Oh surprise she was my "beloved 

unreachable" weeping bitterly. 

Man in love ---> But the surprise was over when you hear like 

that big tree whispering words in my head like telepathy. 

Tree ---> This is your chance to young boy goes find the love 

that you waited so long. Go recital your verses you just wrote. 

It is the opportunity to return what you call unattainable, into 

something that is near you until the rest of your days. 
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Man in love ---> She is there so sad. I dare not stop me 

whenever I see her and having her around would be something 

I could not resist. 

 Tree ---> Go she is happy to have you around... 

Man in love ---> I will. I will have no fear of being with her. 

She continues the story. 

Woman in love --->He approached me with a smile appearing 

on his face. 

The story centers on young couple. 

Man in love ---> (Trembling) Hi ...eemmhhh saw you crying 

and could not resist coming here. Tell me your troubles 

woman. 

Woman in love ---> (Sad) not in the mood to tell my 

problems, you'd better stay away. 

Man in love ---> (Determined) I will not go, if you can believe 

that tree in the corner, whispering me to come up here and 

recite this little poem. You'll feel better when finished. 

The boy recites his poem emanated from the depths of her 

being... 
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My beloved, unattainable love 

I feel in your absence, a huge pain 

Whirlwind of feelings revolve around 

Your mouth expressing desire and passion 

I been looking at this world full of betrayal 

Patient held my anger and frustration 

And now you're alone, I offer you my heart. 

              

The woman in love blushes... 

Man in love --->Now we'll turn around eh finished and go... 

Woman in love ---> No! do not leave, your poems made me 

change my mind stay here with my pain. 

A strange warmth pervades the scene, the ecstasy that 

surrounds the two souls, burning in passion and desire to be 

near each other. 

The young couple stays together and with a passionate kiss is 

consummated their love. That would be part of this terrible 

nightmare. 

Man in love ---> This is our story after that the tree we told 

how to get to this beach and stayed here ever since. 
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The story ends, the chaos of continuous beach. And with 

a flick Oliver holds the frail woman's head. 

 

Oliver/D: --->(Fury) Well! It's time to know how much would 

you give for love. 

Oliver asks a question that impacts the couple... 

Oliver/D: ---> (Calm) Would you give your life for this man? If 

you say that Yes, I'll kill you and I'll let him free. But if you take 

a no, you will save and return to your former life. 

Silence is what remains after these disturbing questions. The 

young woman has her life in his hands or your loved one. What 

will be your answer? 

The thoughtful woman indicates your answer... 

Woman in love ----> (Thoughtful)................. NO!  

       Oliver on a binge severs the head of the young woman... 

Oliver/D: ---> (Madness) This beach is not just a big night-

mare, there is no love. It is an illusion and you are trapped in 

this place hahaha. 
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Man in love ---> (Angry) Damn! You did it because you said 

NO! And you killed... 

Start a battle, the young Oliver hurried lunges but this bold 

move dodges with cutting off a limb. 

Oliver/D: ---> (Fury) Stupid! I'll kill you ... Now do not 

represent danger, cannot get up!  Hahaha  

 The young crying exclaims his sadness... 

Man in love ---> (Sad) I thought you loved me, without her in 

this place is not nothing but this dreadful solitude, I have 

attached to this life of sorrow and misery. I'm out of this world 

doing not want to know more of this long agony... 

Man in love ---> (shouting) Kill me a time, you expect! 

Oliver/D: ---> (laughs) Hahaha (Fury) piece of junk that I will 

not do it, will you. If both cannot stand the agony of being 

alone. Will you have the courage to end your own life? 

The boy did not answer... 

Oliver/D: ---> (Fury) Then kill your pain at once, making this 

knife and cut your throat, you witness what you have before 

you. Your Final is here... 

The young man in tears of sadness takes the knife firmly, 

sliding down her neck feeling his life hung by a thread. His soul 

is clear from your body. 
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Final witnesses the death of this young man, last sating his 

terrible hunger momentarily.  

Final ---> (Deep voice) Today you die and feed my need. If 

this need to see die, to see cold bodies falling within the 

darkness of the sad death no longer exist. 

Oliver / D: --->(Calm) It's amazing how far the power of love. 

He gave everything for her until the last moment. 

Final ---> (Voice Child) My hunger was finally satisfied. 

Oliver / D --->  it's over, (Furious) no longer be in this damn 

place! 

 

Oliver blinded by the feeling of rage and ecstasy of his 

mental state showed no mercy for each death. Consumed by 

multiple feelings of hatred, frustration and anger which saps 

his being. 

 

The effects of bell shaped flower begin to cease, the mind of 

man without fear begins slowly returning. 

 

The sun is sighted between distant waves crimson blood-

red dawn, aurora decorating light flashing. 
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The view from the beach 

The trial of the beach, that which no one escapes and 

rewards us according to our acts of justice and honor, 

which establishes the order in every place in the 

universe.  

The bodies of the beach everywhere, the scene of horror and 

chaos that surrounds Oliver in an intense feeling of liberation. 

 

Final ---> (Deep voice) The end is done, there's nothing left I 

do, the love died, I have no more to retire from this place. Very 

well done man of faith unmatched have earned your reward as 

any winner. 

Oliver/D: --->(Shouting) Wait you promised me from this 

place! 

Final ---> (Deep voice) Your reward will remain waiting again 

in this area. There is still liquidated your life, without love this 

site to be of no importance. 

The skeletal child vanishes along the beach whispering... 

"Have faith that as everything has already been said, there is 

no way to change it, look forward recognizing you by your truth 

and moral value. 

Oliver/D: ---> (Dizziness) Ahhhhh ... that dream ... my eyes 

close ... 

Oliver heard the last words before falling into a deep sleep. 
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"Be guided but not let that decisions guiding you choose 

nobody ever can judge." 

A long silence falls over the scene. 

The dawn brings back the personality of the man without 

faith; the soul of Dante takes control of the body where 

two souls inhabit those deceived by death. 

The faithless man wakes up on the beach with his personali-

ty Dante O. 

Start the way to the waiting place, which is on top of the hill 

melancholy, overwhelmed by a feeling of intense sadness in his 

chest. 

Dante/O.---> (Resigned) It is time to return to the same place 

now just started the long wait.   

Dante comes to the top and sits by the tree that gave great 
shade. Haunted by the acts of his insane subconscious was now 

no hope, nothing to make him feel alive. 

Dante/O.---> (Deception) All remained in the same tree your 

voice loud now I cannot ever hear, you're dead half-cut. My 

personality and my intense loneliness hides your advice is 

made in vain wise friend. 

Dante continues on the beach waiting, watching the sea, 

entering a feeling of happiness. 

In a moment the scene changes with an unexpected and 

pleasant meeting. LOVE. 
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Chapter 4 

         The encounter with love 

 

The meeting 

 

A figure looks pretty far away, something truly beautiful. 

Looks like an angel, a being of light, a sweet white pearl shines 

for his beauty of innocence that dwells in his eyes. She walks 

our man without faith. 

Angel of Light ---> Hello! 

Dante/O.---> ... 

Dante Oliver left speechless by this beautiful woman who was 

before his eyes, his body immobilized by a quake remains 

motionless, and cannot think clearly. 
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Dante/O.---> (Surprised) Ehhmm! Hello. 

Dante remembers when someone feel fascination, a link 

between the two begins to grow. And when you listen carefully 

what this person says, and really look and you stop at each 

word, the rest of the environment starts disappear, and your 

whole world becomes that turns words into sounds, this voice 

you hear, is in that ever feel an intense connection. 

Angel of Light ---> That beautiful landscape ... it's amazing 

the sun rises between the beautiful waves. 

Dante/O.---> (Sad) Yes, it's beautiful crimson hue appreciate 

her. 

Angel of Light ---> I can sit? 

Dante/O.---> Yes.  

The beautiful woman sits next to Dante ... The young browse 

your subconscious for a moment. 

Dante/O.---> (Calm) It seems that there is a special bond 

between them, and a voice inside me tells me that I can trust 

this person ... and I relax and feel my shoulders drop as the 

voltage goes, now! 

The tension will slowly ... very slowly ... until the angel say ... 

Angel of Light ---> It feels quiet here. 

All is quiet; there is a great peace that surrounds the two 

souls. 
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The angel eyes light look man without faith and asks his 

name. 

Angel of Light ---> What is your name? 

Dante/O.---> (Sad) Dante ... Oliver. Actually I have 2 names. 

The faithless man looks down to the right position represent-

ing a temporary talk inside. 

Dante/O.---> and you, what is your name? 

Angel of Light ---> Mine is ... (Sound) 

Dante's ears are stunned moment, preventing hearing the 

name of this beautiful girl. 

Angel of Light ---> But I like being told Mimis. 

Dante/O.--->(Smiles) Mimis ... ha! Sound good. 

Mimis ---> (Smiles) and to you as you like to be called? 

Dante/O.---> How do I call does not matter. I have two 

names and each represents something different. 

The man without faith, Mimis explains the meaning of each 

name... 

Dante is very afraid, is a child who has not yet reached a 

mature but is one who knows the value of life. Instead Oliver is 

not afraid, is a madman who would do anything to fulfill their 

missions. Dante still has hope; however my other personality, 

Oliver just wants to watch the world burn. 
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Dante/O.---> (Voice firm) Both we live in a world of chaos, 

and to be in this beach is our punishment for contempt ever 

love. 

Mimis ----> (Shocked) This beach is your punishment? how it 

is possible, it seems to me very beautiful. 

Dante/O.--->(Sorry) So for me this beach is a prison for not 

valuing the love that once came into my life. Now I'm here 

waiting for a long time unable to get out of this terrible 

nightmare. 

Mimis ---> Tell me more because you say it's a punishment 

this beach. 

Dante/O.---> Before I tell you more, you should read this 

little story to draw being in this hell for many years. 

A momentary silence preys on the beach. Dante pulls out a 

small book. 

Dante/O.--->(Resolved) I have no more fear Mimis, you wait 

for long. Keep this book and you'll know everything that 

happened. 

Mimis carefully read the title of the little book. 

Mimis --->(Surprised) "Man cheated by death." 

A link between the two begins to grow, the young couple 

together to carefully read the little book. Their young bodies 

make a connection that makes them temporarily out of context 

out temporary space. 
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Mimis ---> (Sigh) Ahhhh! 

The story continues Mimis sighs, an unconscious desire for a 

kiss. Feel the warmth spread through every muscle in your 

body. Now watch and stops at every word. Almost complete 

reading the book. She asks a question... 

Mimis ---> (Tears) I'll make you a question you want to be 

free? 

The man without faith, surprised by the question of that girl 

is stunned. Take the best decision. 

Dante/O.--->(Calm) Yes. 

        

           In a yes love is born. 

  

With a passionate embrace young couple born together their 

lips that kiss, freedom, hope and love that both had expected. 

Taking a deep breath Dante O. Mimis gently takes and gives a 

second kiss claiming the promise that he had given the man. 

Mimis ---> (Blushes) I want to be with you. 

Dante/O.--->My lonely days are gone, I feel strong, I feel 

something different in me. Wait long years now, you and me.  

Now you want to fill your body over and over again in this 

ecstasy, pleasure and enjoyment. 
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Love comes in the midst of death and destruction, the man 

who believed in nothing now had promised. Dante takes the 

hand of his beloved Mimis. 

Dante/O.----> Come my love, as far as I'll show you mine 

iniquity. I hope when you see this you to follow me. 

The man with love, by the hand and shows you the creepy 

scene. A beach full of dismembered bodies. Mimis is shocked at 

such a scenario. 

Mimis ---> (No words) ... 

Dante/O.---> This I did at times confusing, my other personal-

ity took hold of hatred, frustration and loneliness that was 

inside me. I was deceived by death. 

Mimis ----> (In love) I do not care what you've done; I love 

you and be by your side. 

The beautiful woman approaches giving a passionate kiss, 

and saying quietly, I'll tell you how I got here. 

Mimis ---> I also lived an intense loneliness full of suffering, 

many men sought me. But none felt love. 

Mimis ---> Tired to feel that void without finding true love, I 

decided to take my life. Tie a rope to a tree in the middle of a 

huge hill. 

Dante/O.---> (Listening) ...... 
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Mimis ---> before falling into a deep sleep, hear the whispers 

of the tree where the rope place. 

In the last moments of the sad woman, the tree where hung 

the rope from his grave, he speaks to his heart saying... 

Tree ---> It is not yet your time women have to live and find 

true love. Your destiny does not end at this site will show you a 

vision, something you rise from your grave. 

Mimis ---> He showed me a vision where you show your 

Dante, next to this tree, we observe for all this time. I 

understand why. They've spent so I could see your suffering. 

Despite having been in this situation you never gave up, did 

not try to end your life, which is why I love you for your 

courage. 

Dante/O.--->(Tears) I have been a monster, kill all the love 

you had at the beach. I did not have the patience to wait for 

your sweet love. The wise tree told me that one day you get 

here. 

We shudder to stir in the landscapes the tremendous truth of 

that old tree. 

Mimis ---> Do not torment my beloved; you have a very great 

inner strength that gave you the courage to go on. I've known 

you before. 

Dante holds a passionate embrace Mimis in the back, giving 

her a kiss on her neck. The two together, watching the sunrise.  

Dante/O.---> You feel love and experience a state of high 

excitement. 
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Amid Natural romance where love flowing rivers. A memory 

invades the mind of Mimis. Something... 

Mimis ---> Dante I have fear of the last I saw in the vision. 

Dante/O.---> Do not worry love, now we're together and 

nothing else matters. 

Mimis ---> I have fear of losing my love. 

Dante/O.---> Do not be afraid that seizes this place, of the 

fears that lie within, you have to fight against that and I'm here 

to help. 

The young couple continues to express his love to the 

sunset. 
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Chapter 5 

The sad night, death and sacrifice 

 

In search of the real dream. 

Why finished destroying everything we love? 

The looming sunset, the young couple continues to demon-

strate his love on that hill. The wind blows softly announcing a 

new tragedy. 

The night falls, the moon and stars are present in the black 

sky. 

Dante/O.---> Before our dream ends and reality begins. Our 

time cute is the best. I'll tell you more... 

Dante/O.---> I LOVE YOU my sweet girl. You're the only one 

who should have loved. 

Dante/O.---> For that reason I have to finish this. 

Mimis ---> ... (Silence) What do you mean, love? 

Dante/O.---> Come let me hold you, I want to feel close to 

me. 
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A silence falls over the scene, Dante / O socket firmly 

nailed a dagger and slowly in the young heart of Mimis, 

in the agony of the young woman Dante whispers softly 

in her ear. 

 

 

Dante/O.---> The beach is a 

hell for lovers. I'm here to clear 

all love in this place. And you and I are no exception. 

She bleeds slowly, darkening his vision amid a deep sense of 

pain. 

Mimis ---> (Dying) Why? 

Dante/O.---> This site is not a place for love, is a prison for 

those who did not know love, tragedy is inevitable. 

Dante/O.--->(Tears) I know that you exist in reality, that is 

where we will find love. After this ordeal we find to love until 

death do us part. 

     With the last words Mimis exclaims one... 

Mimis ---> (Sigh) I LOVE YOU... I'll wait on the other side, in 

the real world. 

Dante / O. ---> (Tears) Farewell my love! 
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Dante gives him a kiss and gently placed Mimis body by the 

tree... 

Dante/O.---> (Sad) Nothing left on this site, love vanished. 

But I'm still on the scale; I cannot wake up from this nightmare. 

At that time hanging around the beach Final appears among 
multiple bodies mutilated. Climb up the hill where Dante with 
his beloved dead. 

Final ---> (Deep voice) finally you made the work entrusted 

you, you end up with what most loved, only to leave this place. 

For that reason I chose you, I knew you would do anything you 

asked. 

Dante/O.--->(Angry) What happened to the promise? You 

take me away from this hell, even after what I love murdered 

why follow this place? You lied, you cheated damn month! 

Final ---> (Deep voice) No! Never lied, your output is in my 

hands. You know what you have to do, remove all love in this 

place; you still have a lot within your being. 

    Dante lowers his eyes and stares at the corpse of his 

beloved. The man who dreamed of life and when death comes, 

discard all love. 

Final ---> (Deep voice) is a difficult decision to meet me at the 

top of that tree died. Finish your life. 
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Death is the end of eternal sleep. 

No man is an island, no man should be alone. The feeling 

among humans is difficult to explain. When these feelings 

become negative, there is nothing else, than the end. 

The two personalities are again lost by feelings of loneliness, 

disappointment and sadness. 

Dante/O.---> (Sad) Having tasted love Mimis is hell to live 

without it. Just leave me in this deserted beach. 

The duality reborn Dante and Oliver are the same person 

acting in different ways. The talk between the two souls before 

death is inevitable. 

Dante/O.--->(Sadness) Now I know that love exists, I have the 

strength to end this hell. 

Dante/O.---> The love I showed my love is more than enough 

to kill all the fears that bind me to this nightmare.  

Dante/O.---> To meet her I will have to end first with my own 

life. The price is the sacrifice of love. 

The other part of the man is there... 
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Oliver/D: ---> (Deep voice) Dante is time our time has come, 

let's meet us on the other side. 

 

The split in the mind of man without love overflows agreeing 

death. 

 

Dante and Oliver take a rope tightly tied on the top of the tree 

and place it on your neck. Ready for a break to take them out 

of this terrible nightmare. 

Oliver/D:---> Dante before you jump let me tell you some-

thing else. The beach cannot be without a caretaker, not 

possible, it was designed this place.  

Dante/O.---> (Surprised) What does it mean?, Only one of 

the two will leave this Site. 

Oliver/D: ---> That is, only one will come out of this environ-

ment, and take with her the love that still exists and may meet 

in real life Mimis. 

Dante/O.---> Then we have choose who goes. 

Oliver / D: --->No need, you’re out of here. I made the deaths 

within the beach, because this cemetery you see. (Shout) It's 

time! 
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Dante and Oliver jump by hanging from that tree, half-

cut. The two meet face to face with death. The end has 

come. 
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Chapter 6 

Renaissance The New Dawn 

 

The last farewell Oliver/D: DANTE/O. 

The two personalities are in a dark place with a little light 

into the top. 

 

 

 

 

 

Dante/O.---> Am I dead? What is this site? 

Oliver/D: ---> it is a middle-out; one of the two will come out 

the light and be reborn. Now we are two independent souls. 

Dante/O.--->I will say my last prayer. 

     Man released from all its bonds prays his last prayer. 

Dante/O.---> Father now I'm free of that nightmare, I ask you 

to meet with the woman I love. Take care of my soul. 

Oliver/D: ---> Dante live a life of rivalry; you were hoping, and 

self-destruction. It's time you walk out the light and you are 

with your beloved, take care of it and be happy. 
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 Dante/O.---> So I will Oliver. I will meet the love of my life. 

Goodbye! 

      Dante and Oliver are given a handshake and goodbye.  

The immense darkness becomes light, illuminating the 

darkness. 
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The Renaissance 

In the city of storms a child is born with the name of Ju-

bei, destined to spend many years of nostalgia, before 

meeting his true love. 

Time passes and our child becomes a man of sorrows and 

misfortunes, life weighs, he knows that every day is a struggle 

to stay in this world full of injustice.  

Jubei ---> it’s getting worse I'm sick of feeling avoid in the 

soul. 

Jubei ---> (Sad) Today was a bad day, that day seems to be 

the case. I find nothing new. 

Jubei ---> do not want to continue in this world. I made a 

decision to take my life. 

The young Jubei does not know how to cope with this life full 

of challenges; try to look for an easy door through which to 

escape the routine. 

Jubei ---> Tonight I'll take a decision, build my own death. 

     Life never criticizes anything everything has its right end. 

Heading for home with a great sadness, the young man goes 

to end his life. But everything falls by surprise; the destination 

has all the things everyone in their place. 

Jubei ---> (Sadness) Tonight's all over... 

    The young Jubei goes to a big tree in the middle of a small 

park alone. 
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 Jubei---> The tree in this park seems to be a good place to end 

this suffering. It is strong and big. I will climb the rope and 

binds them.  

The young up and see in the distance a silhouette of a 

beautiful woman. 

Jubei ---> (Fascinated) woow! It's really cute. I sense a 

strange feeling, as if he had lived it before, this is familiar. 

She walks up the huge tree and look up where Jubei tying the 

rope. 

Beautiful woman ---> Hello! 

Jubei ---> Hello! I see you somewhere I'm sure. 

Beautiful woman ---> (Surprised) Yes, same here because 

low and tell me more. 

Jubei ---> well once low. 

The faithless man down to meet with the beautiful woman. 

Beautiful woman ---> what were you doing up in that tree? 

Jubei ---> (Sad) ehhmm not tell you is very personal. 

Beautiful woman ---> (Anger) Ha! As you wish. 

Jubei ---> Better tell me how you got to this place and with 

that rope in his hand. Do not tell me you came to hang this 

tree. 

Beautiful woman ---> (Blushes) uhhmm! Fool who would do 

that? 
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Jubei ---> (Sad) I’m! 

Beautiful woman ---> (Surprised) What! 

Jubei ---> as you listen, that is my wish not to suffer more this 

wilderness. 

The young woman is left with a sad face... 

Beautiful woman ---> (Sad) Are you serious? 

Jubei ---> Yes, I have not because lying, this world seems 

rotten, lifeless, a dark basement where no love is born. 

Beautiful woman ---> (Sad) we have a similar feeling. 

Jubei ---> But before jumping saw your silhouette and I tell 

you something, you look very familiar. As if we had known 

earlier. 

Beautiful woman ---> Do you look familiar. Something very 

intense should have lived at some point. 

Jubei ---> Tell me Why are you here? 

Beautiful woman ---> I had a dream. 

Jubei ---> Tell me your dreams here I am to listen. 

The young woman tells her dream to Jubei... 

Beautiful woman ---> I dreamed of a beach with many 

couples, atop a hill and on it a tree, under the tree, a man 

drying his tears.  

Jubei --->(Silence) ... 
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Beautiful woman ---> this large tree is very similar to my 

dream. Every night going through the park in search of that sad 

man. 

Beautiful woman ---> an inner voice told me I'd find, tired of 

waiting and a very large solitude gave up and tonight I was 

determined to do the same thing ... (Silence). 

Jubei ---> (Fascinated) I'm surprised that life put us in the 

same way, we are connected by something beyond chance Tell 

me I'm the man? Does your dream? 

Beautiful woman --->(Surprised) I never imagined you here. 

But it's strange I do not know what your name is. 

Jubei ---> I have two names one is Jubei and the other ... 

Wait tell me what is yours. 

Beautiful woman ---> mine is Omíne.  

Jubei ---> My other name is....... OLIVER. 

 

END... 
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List of characters: 

Dante Oliver 

Tree 

Final 

Woman in love 

Man in love 

Mimis 

Jubei 

Omíne 
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                                     Volume 1 

 

Coming soon... 

 

The large flare 

In the not too distant, where humanity reached its limit 

human development. The sun entered a new phase of 

solar activity, becoming more active and expelling more 

heat.      

 How increased solar activity on humans gradually in-

creased dopamine levels in your brain. This made them 

more "spiritual" making them tame and docile. 

Happiness began to flourish among the nations of the 

earth, causing the much desired peace that so many 

wanted. In this wave of harmony and gentleness is dom-

ino "the great flame" (joy of the sun).  
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The second flare 

Happiness in humans experienced only by a few 

years. Solar activity not stopped, and continued its rapid 

growth, it originated a strong overproduction of dopa-

mine in the human brain and in other animal species, 

causing schizoid attacks accompanied by hallucinations, 

and other disorders rampage empathetic. 

But the big solar power irradiated not only the hu-

man affection, but also the core of the earth, cooling it 

and causing its depths emerge the darkness stayed there 

for many years, invading the hearts its inhabitants, gen-

erating a wave of crimes and terror. This phenomenon is 

call "the second flare" (The fury of the sun). 

 

The gleam of a thousand suns 

After the arrival of the second flare, the nations of 

the earth were put into conflict again. Driving a major 

war would be the beginning of "The flash of a thousand 

suns" 

 

 

Blessed are all forms of intelligence. 
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